:j+	THE POST-GUPTAN AGE
liscovered in the Central Stupa may be a copy of the
Bodh-Gaya Sakyamuni,
It is pathetic to-day to find that there is nothing left of
this great system except the stones, and one little bit of
local worship. Before one of the sculptures we may see a
small group of Javanese villagers lighting their little sticks
of incense. It is an illustration of one of the Jatakas, which
tells how the Bodhisat in the form of a great turtle rescued
a shipwrecked crew and took them on his back to safety.
Here women come, believing that these small figures are
babies, and that here is magic which will help them to
become mothers. All that remains of a great and stately
cultus is this—a few peasants seeking to propitiate a local
godling—that and the stones of a mighty past,
Here, outside India and for a brief moment, Indian art
reached its climax, and Indian religion sought to popularize
amidst simple peasants the amazing philosophy of a cosmo-
pantheistic realism, to-day best studied in Japap. Here,
then, was the swan song of Indian Buddhist artists—or as
they prefer to say, the glorious efHorescence under tropic
skies of the venerable tree about to die. Unique archi-
tecturally—even if a great French critic has called it une
omelette mal soufflee—its sculptural decorations are a fine
flower of the ancient tree which flourished during the long
era from Asoka and Kanishka to the Guptas (200 b.c.
to a.d. 500) and which now in the eighth and ninth cen-
turies blossomed once more luxuriantly.
It is not only due to the wonderful vastness and the excellence of
those hundreds of panels which adorn the walls and balustrades
of the four long passages through which the faithful, rising from
terrace to terrace, performed the solemn perambulation of the
monument. It is, above all, the spirit of supreme repose, of serene
calmness pervading them in which the Buddhist religious ideal finds
so eloquent an expression.1
Nor can one ever forget that lovely setting. On a small
hill rise the six square terraces and the crowning stupa, set
amidstits ringsorsmaller ones; beyond are the green fields—•
1 J. Ph. Vogel in The Influence of Indian Art, pp. 57-8.

